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voices into writers convinced that their
first audience was primarily female .
Brossard says she became "like a fish in
water." All three speak of the difficult
personal decisions which came of this
choice and of their need to adopt a lifestyle consistent with their goals as writers. Remaining at a level of fundamental
exposition
(a
framework
which
excludes self-critique or a sense of the
evolution f their ideas and practice),
all three express a non-violent ecolOgical vision of feminism.
The two appearances of Pol Pelletier
in the film (her face a marvel of intensity as the Euguelionne, her p erformance of My Mother is a Cow a disconcerting blend of tenderness and violence) are an attraction in itself.
The work of Bersianik, Marchessault
and Brossard is intimately tied to the
development of feminist thought and
practice in Quebec. If the feminist
movement has moved through several
universes over the last decade and if the
tenets of feminist writing are continually challenged and redefined, many of
the basic convictions behind them remain
intact.
Ten
years
after
I 'Euguelionne, these writers speak
with the same passion of a new world of
meaning on the verge of being born.
Firewords (,senSitively and most effectively translated into English) is an excellent introduction to their work.

Dorothy Todd- Henault's

Firewords

he Euguelionne landed on the planet earth in 1976 and Quebec literature has never been quite the same
since. The first images of Firewords
convey a sense of the shock and excitement whicP came of this encounter between an extraterrestrial and the very
ordinary sexism of our world (and between Louky Bersianik's novel, The
Euguelionne and its readers). Greeted
by the platitudes of male predominance, the wide-eyed Eugue!ionne can
only reply with a great burst of incredulous laughter. We laugh too, so
overwhelming st.t1l is the disparity between the limpid logic of this outsider
and the sophistries of our times.
L'Euguelionne was Quebec's first
feminist novel. In the 10 years since its
publication, feminist writing has become one of the most productive
branches of Quebec letters. Firewords
(Les terribles vivantes is the title of
the French original) is a film portrait directed by Dorothy Todd- Henaut of
three of the most important feminist
writers: LouJ...]' Bersianik, Jovette Marchessault and Nicole Brossard. Over
and above its portrayal of these women,
the film can be considered to be abo ut
feminist writing itself: writing which is
self-consciously different and convinced of the need to open up a new
cultural space.
Bersianik, Marchessault and Brossard
are well-known public figures in
Quebec. Nicole Brossard's literary
reputation was established long ago and
she is a regular figure at international
writers' encounters. Bersianik most recently took up a public role in writing a
long and vitriolic critique of the malechauvinism in Denys Arcand's Decline
of the American Empire ; her article
launched a polemic lasting several
weeks in Ie Devoir. Jovette Marchessault has become known to the public
principally through her theatre, whose
success has by no means been limited
to feminist audiences.
As a mm about these writers, Firewords had to face a complex challenge.
Bersianik and Brossard (and to a lesser
extent Marchessault) are essentially
theorists and their principal subject is
words. How to make a film about
words? The film chooses to punctuate
interviews with excerpts from the writers' works and to draw on maximum
visual resources to build on the impact
of the words. For some audiences, this
visual effort will seem necessary; for
others it will seem superfluous and distracting.
The first third of the film, devoted to
Louky Bersianik, is certainly the most
dramatically successful. Her words call
for no illustration: her speech, like her
writing, is imaginative, colourful and
given to pithy formulas. What other
writer uses etymologies as a basis for
characterizations, shows how words are
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the very incarnation of the histories
they represent? Her genius is to come
up with seemingly simple but arresting
images and expressions which express
complex historical and philosophical
ideas: the picnic on the Acropolis; the
Euguelionne as the parody of the
Evangelist; "women are adjectives."
The film shifts into a different mode
with Jovette Marchessault. Here there is
less emphasis on theory and more on
autobiography; in fact Marchessault has
an astounding story to tell. She began
painting out of a desperate need to
create ("I would become an artist or
die") and took a job as a cleaning lady
to support herself as a painter. Seeing
one of her paintings hung beside a
Riopelle and a Chagall, o n the wall of an
office she had Come to clean, finall y
convinced her to give up her double
life. The film offers some striking views
of Jovette's sculptures, her femmes
telluriques, placed here and there
among the chickens, kittens and shrubbery of her farm .
Besides these images and those of her
animals, which are obviously motivated
by the material, Jovette's words are
abundantly illustrated. A short text o n
Jovette's relationship with h er grandmo ther is reenacted and the addition of
animated figures superimposed on
these images seems excessive. The language of the narrative is itself. strongly
suggestive; the use of actual illustration
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